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The Mavic Crossmax XL Pro WTS has everything you are looking for in terms
of being lightweight, rugged, and dependable. Mavic brings forth the best of
their technologies for this wheelset. These are designed to hold up when
technical trails force you to strain your mind, reaction time, and bike. The lighter
23mm rims (27mm external) has extra support where it could be venerable to
sudden changes in handling. Thanks to ISM (Inter Spoke Milling) even more
weight is saved by machining in between the spokes without overlooking the
overall strength. The rims have reinforced sidewalls to allow your mental
movements to become a reality as you navigate the tight turns and unexpected
drops that turn up in the wilderness. There are 24 Mavic Bladed Zicral spokes to
balance the rigidity with power. The front wheel has crossed spokes to absorb
shock as you ride. Meanwhile, the rear wheel uses Mavic’s laced Isopulse
principle to efficiently transfer your pedaling power into the ground. The ITS 4
freewheel system is compatible with multiple hub set ups. This system only
needs 7.5 degrees of engagement to get your power into action faster than
ever. These rims are tubeless compatible giving you the option to ride with
tubes or without. The Mavic Crossmax Quest Tires are versatile and balanced
overall. Whether you are looking for cornering grip, general traction, or rolling
efficiency this tire has it all. There are soft side knobs for cornering while the
center tread is designed to roll quickly. The hubs are compatible with 9/15/20 or
Lefty Supermax (2.0) for the front wheel. The rear wheel comes with adaptors
for 9/12x135/142 and is available with the HG10 or Sram XD driver body.
Available in Limited Edition Yellow in 27.5x2.4 with Sram XD, 27.5x2.25 with
Sram XD, 27.5x2.4 with Sram XD, or 26x2.4 with Shimano HG10.Details:RIMS
Material: Maxtal
Drilling: Fore
Weight reduction: ISM
Tire: UST Tubeless or Tubes
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Internal width: 23 mm
ETRTO size 26": 559x23C
ETRTO size 27.5": 584x23C
ETRTO recommended tire sizes: 37 mm to 76 mm (1.5" to 3.0")

SPOKES
Material: Zicral
Shape: straight pull, round
Nipples: Fore integrated aluminum
Count: 24 front and rear
Lacing: front crossed 2, rear Isopulse

HUBS
Front and rear bodies: aluminum
Axle material: aluminum
Adjustable sealed cartridge bearings
Freewheel: ITS-4 alloy
Shimano 11 speeds compatible with optional kit
Sram XD Compatible (XX1-X01) with optional kit

TIRE
Crossmax Quest
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UST Tubeless Ready
Casing: 66 TPI
Dimension 26": 2.40
Dimension 27.5": or 2.25 2.40

VERSIONS – REAR
HG or XD driver body

DELIVERED WITH
BX601 rear quick release
1 bottle of Mavic Sealant
UST valve and accessories
Front 15 mm adapters
Rear QR adapters
Rear 12x142mm adapters
Multifunction adjustment wrench
User guide
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